CLEANSPACE™ STERI-PLUS EXHALATION VALVE FILTER

DATA SHEET

PRODUCT CODE: CS3039
PRODUCT NAME: CleanSpace Steri-Plus Exhalation Valve Filter
(pk 20)

Description

The CleanSpace Steri-Plus Exhalation Valve Filter is suitable for use with the CleanSpace HALO. The
‘Steri-Plus’ (CS3038 and CS3039) does not contribute to the system’s respiratory protection and
must be used alongside either a CleanSpace HALO HEPA Particulate Filter P SL R (CS3002) or a
CleanSpace HALO Bio P3 TM3 Particulate Filter P SL R (CS3025). The Steri-Plus is designed to filter
the air exhaled by the wearer and consequently protects those not wearing a respiratory protection
system. The Steri-Plus Exhalation Filter should be changed if it has been contaminated with organic
solvents (for instance isopropanol, xylene or toluene), if it has become visibly soiled or if it has
passed its expiry date.
Note: The Steri-Plus shall only be used in combination with a HALO Half Mask fitted with the
Exhalation Valve Cover. The Steri-Plus shall NOT be used with the CS3024 Head Cover.

Features
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■

Specifications
and materials

■
■
■

■
■

Used with the revolutionary CleanSpace HALO - A light weight PAPR with no hoses or belts.
Materials: Nonwoven electrostatic media, polypropylene.
Quickly and easily fitted and removed from the Exhalation Valve Filter Case (CS3038).
Sold in a pack of 20 (CS3039).

Weight: 750g (pkt 20) Package Dimensions: 200mm x 270mm
Materials: Nonwoven electrostatic media, polypropylene.
Storage and Use: –10°C to +55°C (–4°F to +131°F) at <90% relative humidity.
Store away from direct sunlight, grease and oil.
Cleaning: Do not clean, dispose of when a change of Exhalation Filter is required.
Only to be used alongside a CleanSpace Particulate Filter. The Steri-Plus does not contribute to the
system’s respiratory protection.

Suitable
Applications

Healthcare, pharmaceutical production, research, diagnostic laboratories and emergency responders.
Suitable for protection against particulates including airborne biohazards.

Training

Online training available with verification for compliance purposes.
Contact sales@cleanspacetechnology.com

Limitations

CleanSpace respirators are air filtering, fan assisted positive pressure masks and designed to be
worn in environments where there is sufficient oxygen to breathe safely. Do not use the CleanSpace
in IDLH atmospheres, to protect against gases/vapours that cannot be filtered, or in Oxygen
enriched or deficient atmospheres.
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